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Every carbon single-walled nanotube �SWNT� can be generated by first mapping only two nearest-neighbor
C atoms onto a surface of a cylinder and then using the rotational and helical symmetry operators to determine
the remainder of the tubule �C. T. White et al., Phys. Rev. B 47, 5485 �1993��. With account of these
symmetries, we developed a symmetry-adapted version of a linear augmented cylindrical wave method. In this
case, the cells contain only two carbon atoms, and the ab initio theory becomes applicable to any SWNT
independent of the number of atoms in a translational unit cell. The approximations are made in the sense of
muffin-tin �MT� potentials and local-density-functional theory only. An electronic potential is suggested to be
spherically symmetrical in the regions of atoms and constant in an interspherical region up to the two essen-
tially impenetrable cylinder-shaped potential barriers. To construct the basis wave functions, the solutions of
the Schrödinger equation for the interspherical and MT regions of the tubule were sewn together using a
theorem of addition for cylindrical functions, the resulting basis functions being continuous and differentiable
anywhere in the system. With account of analytical equations for these functions, the overlap and Hamiltonian
integrals are calculated, which permits determination of electronic structure of nanotube. We have calculated
the total band structures and densities of states of the chiral and achiral, semiconducting, semimetallic, and
metallic carbon SWNTs �13, 0�, �12, 2�, �11, 3�, �10, 5�, �9, 6�, �8, 7�, �7, 7�, �12, 4�, and �100, 99� containing
up to the 118 804 atoms per translational unit cell. Even for the �100, 99� system with huge unit cell, the band
structure can be easily calculated and the results can be presented in the standard form of four curves for the
valence band plus one curve for the low-energy states of conduction band. About 150 functions produce
convergence of the band structures better then 0.01 eV independent of the number of atoms in the translational
unit cell.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The carbon single-walled nanotubes �SWNTs� are cur-
rently the focus of intense multidisciplinary study because of
their unique physical and chemical properties and their pros-
pects for practical applications. All the nanotubes can be
constructed by rolling up a single graphite sheet, and the
structures of SWNTs can be visualized as a conformal map-
ping of a two-dimensional graphitic lattice onto the surface
of a cylinder.1 One can make such a seamless tubule without
any special distortion of their bonding angles other than the
introduction of curvature to the carbon hexagons through the
rolling process. Each tubule can be labeled by the pair of
integers �n1 ,n2� �where n1�n2�0�, which, together with
C-C bond length dC-C, determine a geometry of the SWNTs
�Fig. 1�.

The nanotubes generated by the mapping are translation-
ally periodic along the tubule axis, and application of the
Bloch theorem facilitates the theoretical studies of the nano-
tubes band structures.

Theoretical studies of the SWNT electronic structure have
received much attention since 1992, when the first calcula-
tions for the band structures of nanotubes were done using
the tight-binding �linear combination of atomic orbitals
�LCAOs�� technique.2–5 Particularly, it was shown that the
electronic structure of any tubule in a region of the occupied
and unoccupied � states can be obtained within the tight-
binding model by folding the � band along a certain direc-

tion in the two-dimensional Brillouin zone of graphene.1–4

The zone-folding technique has proven immensely success-
ful in providing physically relevant information on the nature
of electronic interactions in nanotubes. In this approach, it
was predicted that a nanotube is a metal if n1−n2 is a mul-
tiple of 3, or a semiconductor otherwise.2–4 Later on, the
modified tight-binding �-electron and all-valence orbital
band structure models were developed that account for the
effects of the �-� hybridization, misalignment of carbon pz

FIG. 1. Graphite layer segment showing indexed lattice points.
Nanotubes designated �n1 ,n2� are obtained by rolling the sheet from
�0,0� to �n1 ,n2� along a roll-up vector. The chiral angle �from 0° to
30°� is measured between that vector and the zigzag axis.
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orbitals on the curved graphene surface, chirality, and diam-
eter dependence of nearest-neighbor hopping integral.6–13

This leads particularly to modifications of the gap energies,
reveals that the SWNTs with n1−n2=3n �n=1,2 , . . . � can be
very-small-gap semiconductors, and that these effects are of
great importance in the case of the small- and moderate-
radius nanotubes.14 Recently, a model based on a symmetry-
adapted scheme, with due account of nonorthogonality of the
basis set and an empirical calculations of the LCAO param-
eters using the data for graphite electronic structure, was
used for band structure calculations of a number of
nanotubes.15,16

Including terms causing the trigonal warping effects,
similar to the zone-folding technique, results for the highest
occupied and lowest unoccupied � states of the SWNTs were
obtained using an effective-mass k · p approximation.17,18

Going beyond the semiempirical tight-binding methods or
k · p approximation, one can perform the first-principles cal-
culations for actual curved-surfaced SWNT. A version of
LCAO pseudopotential method in which the core electrons
are replaced by the nonlocal norm-conserving pseudopoten-
tials and the valence electrons are treated with a linear com-
bination of multiple-� and polarized atomic orbitals was ap-
plied in the calculation of the electronic dispersion energies
and density of states in the Fermi energy region for several
small SWNTs.19,21

In the Fermi energy region, the electronic structure of
SWNTs was studied using the plane-wave basis and ab initio
pseudopotential local-density-functional theory �DFT�.20–33

One assumes that predictive power and accuracy of the tight-
binding calculations are less robust compared with the ab
initio DFT methods.19 Using this ab initio method, it was
possible to study in more detail the curvature-induced �- and
�-band mixing and the deviations of chemical bonding from
the sp2 hybridization. In particular, these effects were found
to alter significantly the electronic structure of narrow nano-
tubes compared to the predictions of the tight-binding model.
In the case of small-diameter insulating nanotubes, where the
diameter is less then 1 nm, the strong �-� rehybridization
modified low-lying nondegenerate conduction band states
lowering the band gap down to 50%; moreover, the energy
bands are shifted by �0.1 eV relative to the �-electron tight-
binding ones even for nanotubes with moderate diameter
�between 1 and 1.5 nm�.21,26 Similar effects were observed in
the electronic properties of the SWNTs with polygonized
cross section calculated within a plane-wave ab initio
pseudopotential approach.23 The pseudopotential calculations
on the narrow tubes such as �5, 0� revealed total closure of
the gap.24–26

With account of the translational symmetry, we developed
a linear augmented cylindrical wave �LACW� method for
calculating the electronic structure of nanotubes.35–37 The
LACW method is just a reformulation for cylindrical multi-
atomic systems of the linear augmented plane-wave �LAPW�
technique38–40 well known in a theory of bulk materials. The
LACW method was successfully used to correlate the mini-
mum energy gaps between the conduction and valence band
singularities of the metallic and semiconducting single-
walled and double-walled tubules with the nanotube struc-
ture and optical absorption spectra.41–44 The effects of tran-

sition metal intercalation on the electronic properties of the
carbon and boron-nitride nanotubes, as well as an influence
of impurity atoms on the carbon and boron-nitride nanotubes
band structure, were studied using this approach too.35–37,45,46

On the basis of LACW method, a simple model for the elec-
tronic structure of SWNTs embedded in a crystal matrix was
developed and used to discuss the transport properties of
devices with nanotubes encapsulated in a semiconductor
crystal.47,48

The LACW method, as applied to the nanotubes, has an
advantage over the conventional LCAO and plane-wave
pseudopotential methods. While low level LCAO calcula-
tions are relatively easy to do, improving the accuracy
quickly becomes both technically demanding and computa-
tionally very expensive.34 The main concern with approaches
of the LCAO method is the transferability of the basis set.
Moreover, it is well known from the band structure of bulk
materials that the LCAO basis is adequate to achieve good
results for the valence band, but not for the conduction band,
because this basis does not include the delocalized conduct-
ing plane-wave-type functions. The plane-wave pseudopo-
tential calculations suffer from a slow convergence and an
unfavorable scaling: The number of basis functions and the
time taken to perform such a calculation on a computer in-
crease asymptotically with the cube of the number of
atoms.34 This method is computationally quite cumbersome
for calculating the band structure of the chiral tubes without
rotational symmetry; hence, the availability of such results in
the literature is very limited.26 The purely delocalized nature
of the plane-wave basis set puts obstacles in the way of cal-
culating inner the low-energy states of the valence band, e.g.,
the nanotube s bands.

The basis of the LACW method has both localized and
delocalized components. Finally, the main argument for us-
ing cylindrical waves is to account for the cylindrical geom-
etry of the nanotubes in an explicit form that offers the ob-
vious advantages. However, all previous LACW calculations
were limited by the achiral �n ,n� armchair and �n ,0� zigzag
tubules with a relatively small number of atoms in the mini-
mum translational unit cell. In the case of the chiral tubules
even with small diameters, the minimum number of atoms
per unit cell can be a very large one. For example, the trans-
lational unit cells of the achiral �10, 10� and chiral �10, 9�
SWNTs with virtually equal diameters contain 40 and 1084
carbon atoms, respectively. The large number of atoms that
can occur in the minimum translational unit cell makes re-
course to the other point-group symmetries of these tubules
practically mandatory.

Every SWNT can be generated by first mapping only two
nearest-neighbor C atoms onto the surface of a cylinder and
then using the rotational and helical symmetry operators to
determine the remainder of the tubule.1 Herein, we use these
symmetries to develop the symmetry-adapted version of the
LACW method. In this case, the cells contain only two car-
bon atoms, and the theory becomes applicable to any SWNT,
including those with screw axis independent of the number
of atoms in the translational unit cell. It is very important
that the band structure of any tubule can be easily calculated
and the results can be presented in the standard form of four
curves for the valence band plus one curve for the low-
energy states of the conduction band.
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II. THEORY

A. Structure of carbon nanotubes

Let us recall how all the graphitic tubules defined by the
integers �n1 ,n2� can also be defined in terms of their helical
and rotational symmetries.1,54 In order to construct the car-
bon SWNT, one has to map the first atom to an arbitrary
point T1 on the cylinder surface, which requires that the po-
sition of the second one T2 be found by rotating this point

�T2
= �

n1 + n2

n1
2 + n2

2 + n1n2
�1�

rad about the cylinder axis in conjunction with a translation

�T2
=

dC-C

2

n1 − n2

�n1
2 + n2

2 + n1n2�1/2 �2�

along this axis.
Let us map the first C atom to the point with cylindrical

coordinates Z1=0, �1=0, and R1=RNT. In this case, the cy-
lindrical coordinates of the second C atom are Z2=�T2

, �2

=�T2
, and R2=RNT, where

RNT =
dC-C

�3

2�
�n1

2 + n2
2 + n1n2�1/2 �3�

is the nanotube radius.
The cylinder axis coincides with a Cn rotational axis for

the tubule, where n is the largest common divisor of n1 and
n2. Thus the positions of these first two atoms can be used to
locate 2�n−1� additional atoms on the cylinder surface by
�n−1� successive 2� /n rotations about the cylinder axis. Al-
together, these 2n atoms complete the specification of the
helical motif that can then be used to tile the remainder of
the tubule by repeated operation of a single screw operation
S�h ,�� representing a translation

h =
3dC-C

2

n

�n1
2 + n2

2 + n1n2�1/2 =
3�3dC-C

2

4�

n

RNT
�4�

along the cylinder axis in conjunction with a rotation

� = 2�
n1p1 + n2p2 + �n2p1 + n1p2�/2

n1
2 + n2

2 + n1n2
�5�

rad about this axis. The angle � is defined mod 2�, the in-
teger p1�0, and the positive values of integers p2 are ob-
tained from the equation

p2n1 − p1n2 = n . �6�

The different sets of pairs p2 and p1 correspond to different
numberings of the C atoms of the SWNT; for uniqueness, we
choose the minimum value of the p2 and p1.

The nanotube chiral angle 	 is calculated from the equa-
tion

arccos 	 =
n1 + �1/2�n2

�n1
2 + n2

2 + n1n2�1/2 . �7�

Finally, the number of atoms Ntr in the smallest translational
unit cell can be expressed by

Ntr = 4�n1
2 + n2

2 + n1n2�/Ltr, �8�

where Ltr is the largest common factor of �2n1+n2� and
�2n2+n1�.

B. One-electron Hamiltonian

In the LACW method, a concept of one-electron orbitals
is used, the separate electrons being characterized by wave
functions of their own or spin-orbitals. It is assumed that
each spin-orbital can be written as product of spatial and spin
functions 
i�r�� and 
i�r��, where � and � are the wave
functions of electrons with spin “up” and “down,” respec-
tively. The spatial function 
i�r� is called an orbital. In the
LACW method, a study of the electronic structure of nano-
tube therefore reduces to a study of its orbitals. The 
i�r�,
together with the corresponding one-electron energies Ei, are
found by solving the one-electron Schrödinger equation

Ĥ
i�r� = Ei
i�r� , �9�

with effective one-electron Hamiltonian �in atomic Rydberg
units�

Ĥ = −  + V . �10�

This Hamiltonian contains the kinetic energy operator −
and the operator V describing the summed action on the elec-
tron in consideration of all the other electrons in the system
and all its nuclei.

C. Symmetry properties of eigenstates of the single-walled
nanotubes

In the perfect nanotube with the Cn symmetry, the nuclei
are arranged in a regular array described by a set of rotations
by the angles �nt= �2� /n�t with arbitrary integer t. There-
fore, we can introduce the discrete values of a wave vector
k� corresponding to the periodic rotation operator and write,
using a cylindrical coordinate system Z ,� ,R,


�Z,� + t�n,R� = eik�t�n
�Z,�,R� . �11�

Substituting t=n and taking into account an equation

�Z ,�+2� ,R�=
�Z ,� ,R�, we obtain that the values of k�

are integers and can be written as

k� = L + nM , �12�

where M =0, ±1, . . ., and L=0,1 , . . . ,n−1.
The perfect nanotube, being infinite in the Z direction, is

also invariant under the screw Ŝ�h ,�� operation representing
a translation h along this axis in conjunction with a rotation

� about it.1 The screw transformations Ŝ�h ,�� form an Abe-
lian group isomorphous with the usual translation group

T̂�h�. Thus, according to Bloch’s theorem, the wave function

�Z ,� ,R� can be characterized by a continuous wave vector
KP,


�Z + th,� + t�,R� = eiKPth
�Z,�,R� , �13�

where
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KP = k + kP, kP =
2�

h
P, P = 0, ± 1, . . . . �14�

The vectors k belong to the first one-dimensional Brillouin
zone—�� /h��k� �� /h�. Note that if �=2� /� and h
=c /� with integer �, where c is the translational lattice con-
stant, then k=�k, where k is the traditional one-dimensional
�1D� wave vector.

D. Electron potential

In common with the standard and most simple LAPW
technique for bulk materials,38–40 in LACW method, the ap-
proximations are made in the sense of muffin-tin �MT� po-
tentials and local-density-functional theory only. However,
the electronic potential of a nanotube differs drastically from
that of bulk material. Indeed, infinite motion of an electron is
possible in any direction in a crystal, but it is obviously
limited in the case of nanotubes by their size and shape. In
terms of the LACW method, the atoms of nanotube are con-
sidered to be enclosed between two essentially impenetrable
�in our model, infinite� cylinder-shaped potential barriers �a
and �b, because there are two vacuum regions �v on the
outside and on the inside of the tubule �Fig. 2�.

The radii a and b of these barriers are chosen so that the
regions confined by barriers accommodate a significant por-
tion of the electron density of the tubule. Based on our pre-

vious calculations of the carbon SWNTs, we take a=RNT
+2.3 a.u. and b=RNT−2.3 a.u. �here, RNT is radius of the
tubule�.

Finally, the electronic potential is spherically symmetrical
in the �� regions of MT spheres of atoms � and constant in
the interspherical region �II. Inside these spheres, we calcu-
late the electron potential by means of the local density ap-
proximation with the Slater exchange.49–51 As usual, the radii
of the MT spheres were chosen so that the atomic spheres
touch but do not overlap.

In the LACW method, as different from the LAPW ap-
proach to bulk materials, the muffin-tin approximation re-
quires an introduction of free parameter, namely, the width of
cylindrical layer common for all the carbon SWNTs. This
complicates the self-consistent calculations of nanotubes in
the terms of the LACW method. Both for the self-consistent
and non-self-consistent calculations, the results depend on
the choice of this parameter, the best fitted parameters being
different in these cases. Particularly, our test self-consistent
calculations of the SWNTs using a regular k-point mesh,
where seven points were equally spaced between Brillouin
zone center and boundary, show that the effect of self-
consistency is virtually equivalent to that of a change of the
width of a cylindrical layer.

Here, we perform the non-self-consistent calculations of
the band structure of the carbon SWNTs in order to avoid
this ambiguity in the choice of the width of the cylindrical
layer, the electron density of the nanotubes being constructed
as the superposition of the atomic ones.

E. Basis functions

To construct the basis wave functions 
 �LACWs� for
SWNT, the solutions of the wave equation for the inter-
spherical and MT regions of the tubule should be sewn to-
gether so that the resulting LACWs are continuous and dif-
ferentiable anywhere in the system.38–40

1. Interspherical region

In the interspherical region �II, the LACWs are the solu-
tions of the Schrödinger equation for a free electron move-
ment; in the cylindrical coordinates Z ,R ,�, this equation
takes the form

�− � 1

R

�

�R
R

�

�R
+

1

R2

�2

��2 +
�2

�Z2	 + U�R�

�Z,R,��

= E
�Z,R,�� , �15�

where

U�R� = �0, b � R � a

� , R � b,R � a .

 �16�

Due to cylindrical symmetry of the potential U�R�, the solu-
tions of Eq. �15� have the form 
�Z ,� ,R�
=
�Z�
���
�R�. Here, the function

FIG. 2. Atoms of SWNT inside two cylindrical potential
barriers.
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M���L� =
1

�2�/n
exp�i�L + nM��� �17�

corresponds to a free rotation of an electron in a system with
the Cn symmetry. The function


P,M�Z�k,L� =
1
�h

exp�i�k + kP − �L + nM�
�

h
	Z


�18�

corresponds to the free movement of electron along axis Z in
an infinite chiral one-dimensional system with the S�h ,��
screw axis. The coefficients �2� /n�−1/2 and h−1/2 in Eqs. �17�
and �18� are determined from normalization conditions

�
0

2�/n

�
M���L��2d� = 1, �19�

�
0

h

�
P,M�Z�k,L��2dZ = 1. �20�

The function 
�M�,N�R �L� corresponds to the radial move-
ment of an electron in the interspherical regions �II of the
tubule; it is a solution of the equation

−
1

R

d

dR
R

d

dR
+

�L + nM�2

R2 �
M,N�R�L� + U�R�
M,N�R�L�

= EM,N�L�
M,N�R�L� . �21�

Here, E�M�,N�L� is the energy spectrum, and N is the radial
quantum number. The energy

EPMN�k,L� = �k + kP − �L + nM�
�

h
	2

+ EM,N�L� �22�

corresponds to the wave function 
PMN�Z ,R ,� �k,L�. Note
that the product 
M�� �L�
P,M�Z �k,L� and, consequently,

PMN�Z ,R ,� �k,L� satisfy the symmetry conditions �11� and
�14�. In this equation, the term

E�k� = �k + kP − �L + nM�
�

h
	2

= �k +
2�

h
P −

�

h
k�	2

�23�

determines the energy of free electrons in the 1D empty lat-
tice with screw axis.

Figure 3 shows a dispersion diagram for the special case
of the empty lattice with �=2� /3. Note that the curves are
symmetric with respect to a change k for −k, and one can
calculate the diagram for the region 0�k�

�
h . It is also in-

structive to compare this diagram with the dispersion curves
of the purely translational 1D empty lattice with c=3h
�Fig. 4�.

In the regions �II, U�R�=0 and Eq. �21� takes the form of
the Bessel equation:52,53

 d2

dR2 +
1

R

d

dR
+ ���L+nM�,N�2 −

�L + nM�2

R2 �
M,N�R�L� = 0,

�24�

where ��L+nM�,N= �EM,N�L��1/2. Any solution of this equation
is represented by a linear combination of cylindrical Bessel
functions of the first JM and second YM kinds,


M,N�R�L� = CM,N
J,L JL+nM���L+nM�,NR�

+ CM,N
Y,L YL+nM���L+nM�,NR� . �25�

The function 
M,N�R �L� should vanish at R=a and R=b,

CM,N
J,L JL+nM���L+nM�,Na� + CM,N

Y,L YL+nM���L+nM�,Na� = 0,

�26�

CM,N
J,L JL+nM���L+nM�,Nb� + CM,L,N

Y YL+nM���L+nM�,Nb� = 0,

�27�

and be normalized,

�
b

a

�
M,N�R�L��2RdR = 1. �28�

From Eqs. �26� and �27�, we can easily derive the equation
for finding ��L+nM�,N,

FIG. 3. Dispersion diagram for an empty 1D lattice with screw
axis for �=2� /3. The indices label the values of P and k�, e.g., 2,1
corresponds to dispersion curves with P=2 and k�=1. Energy E�k�
is in units of � �

h
�.
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JL+nM���L+nM�,Na�YL+nM���L+nM�,Nb�

= JL+nM���L+nM�,Nb�YL+nM���L+nM�,Na� . �29�

In our work, we solve this equation numerically �we deter-
mine the segments containing at least one root, which was
found by bisecting the segment�. From Eqs. �26� and �27�,
the relationship between CM,N,L

J and CM,L,N
Y can be found:

CM,N
Y,L = − CM,N

J,L
JL+nM���L+nM�,Na�

YL+nM���L+nM�,Na�
. �30�

To calculate integral �28�, let us use the equation

� zFM��z�GM��z�dz =
z2

2
FM��z�GM��z�

−
z2

4
�FM−1��z�GM+1��z�

+ FM+1��z�GM−1��z�� �31�

for an indefinite integral and the recurrence formulas

zFM−1�z� = zFM� �z� + MFM�z� , �32�

− zFM+1�z� = zFM� �z� − MFM�z� , �33�

where FM and GM are any two cylindrical functions, in par-
ticular, JM and YM. Then,

R2

2
��CM,N

J,L JL+nM� ���L+nM�,NR� + CM,N
Y,L YL+nM� ���L+nM�,NR��2�b

a = 1.

�34�

Finally, the basis function in the �II region in the general
cylindrical coordinate system takes the form


II,PMN�Z,�,R�k,L� =
1

�2�h/n
exp i��k + kP − �L

+ nM�
�

h
	Z + �L + nM��


��CM,N
J,L JL+nM���L+nM�,NR�

+ CM,N
Y,L YL+nM���L+nM�,NR�� . �35�

Here, the ��L+nM�,N values are found from Eq. �29�, and CM,N
J,L

and CM,N
Y,L are derived from the set of Eqs. �34� and �30�.

Thus, in regions �II, the form of the basis function

II,PMN �Z ,� ,R �k,L� is finally determined. It is a cylindri-
cal wave and

Ĥ
II,PMN�Z,�,R�k,L� = EP,M,N�k,L�
II,PMN�Z,�,R�k,L� .

�36�

2. Muffin-tin region

As in LAPW theory, inside the MT sphere �, the Hamil-

tonian Ĥ= ĤMT is spherically symmetric. The radial wave
function ul,���� is taken to be the solution of the radial
Schrödinger equation with energy El,�:

Ĥul,���� = El,�ul,���� . �37�

Both in the LAPW and LACW formalisms, El,� is kept fixed
within some energy region. The values of El,� depend on the
nature of atom �. In our calculations of carbon nanotubes,
we take E0=−14.1 and E1=−5.9 eV to be equal to the atomic
energies of the 2s and 2p electrons. For E2 and E3, we arbi-
trarily take the values of 10 and 20 eV, respectively; for the
El with l�4, we take El=30 eV. �The results of the linear
augmented wave calculations are known to be stable with
respect to reasonable variations of the constant-energy pa-
rameters El,� �Refs. 38–40��.

In Rydberg units, Eq. �37� takes the form

1

�

�2

��2 ��ul,�� + �El,� − V���� −
l�l + 1�

�2 	ul,� = 0. �38�

FIG. 4. Triply degenerate dispersion curves for the same system
as in Fig. 3, but calculated taking into account only translational
symmetry. Account of the screw symmetry results in a shift of some
curves. The indices label the values of P. Energy E�k� is in units of
� �

3h
�.
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Here, V���� is the local density spherically symmetric poten-
tial in the region of the MT sphere �. The functions ul,����
are normalized inside the MT spheres with radius r� as

�
0

r�

ul,�
2 �2d� = 1,

�
0

r�

ul,�Ĥul,��2d� = El,�. �39�

Differentiating Eqs. �37� and �38� with respect to energy
yields a differential equation for the radial energy derivative
functions u̇l,��El,� ,��=�ul,��El,� ,�� /�El,�:

Ĥu̇l,��El,�,�� = ul,���� + El,�u̇l,��El,�,�� , �40�

1

�

�2

��2 ��u̇l,�� + ul,� + �El,� − V���� −
l�l + 1�

�2 	u̇l,� = 0.

�41�

The functions u̇l,� and ul,� will be orthogonal as can be seen
by differentiating Eq. �39� with respect to energy,

�
0

r�

ul,�u̇l,��2d� = 0 �42�

and

�
0

r�

ul,�Ĥu̇l,��2d� = 1,

�
0

r�

u̇l,�Ĥul,��2d� = 0,

�43�

�
0

r�

u̇l,�Ĥu̇l,��2d� = El,�Nl,�,

where

Nl,� = �
0

r�

�u̇l,��2�2d� . �44�

Multiplying Eq. �38� by �2u̇l,� and Eq. �41� by �2ul,�, sub-
tracting Eq. �41� from Eq. �38�, and integrating �0

r�d� then
yield the identity

�
0

r�

��u̇l,�
�2

��2 ��ul,�� − ul,�
�2

��2 ��u̇l,��	d� = 1. �45�

Moreover, we have

� ��u̇l,�
�2

��2 ��ul,�� − ul,�
�2

��2 ��u̇l,��	d�

= �2u̇l,�
�

��
ul,� − ul,�

�

��
u̇l,�� . �46�

Finally, from Eqs. �45� and �46�, we obtain38–40

�2��u̇l,����ul,�� ��� − ul,����u̇l,�� ������=r�
= 1, �47�

where ul,�� =�ul,� /�� and u̇l,�� =�u̇l,� /�� are radial derivatives
of the ul,� and u̇l,� functions.

Following the LAPW theory,38–40 inside the muffin-tin
spheres ��I�, the basis function 
I,PMN�k,L� can be now
written as a linear combination of spherical solutions. In the
local spherical coordinate system � ,� ,�, the LACW

PMN�k,L� is expanded in spherical harmonics Ylm�� ,��:


I�,PMN��,�,��k,L� = �
l=0,

�

�
m=−l

l

�Alm,�ul,��El,�,��

+ Blm,�u̇l,��El,�,���Ylm��,�� .

�48�

Coefficients Alm,� and Blm,� are selected so that both the
LACW 
PMN�k,L� and its derivative have no discontinuities
at the boundaries of the MT spheres.

3. Sewing conditions

To do this, let us express the 
II,PMN function �Eq. �35��
through the cylindrical coordinates Z�, ��, and R� of the
center of the �th sphere and through the local spherical co-
ordinate system �, �, and � �Fig. 5�.

Let Q=Q�Z ,� ,R� be the point with coordinates Z, �, and
R in the general cylindrical coordinate system and with co-
ordinates �, �, and � in the local spherical coordinate system.
Then, taking into account Z=Z�+� cos � and �=��−�,
we have

FIG. 6. Illustration to the theorem of addition.

FIG. 5. General cylindrical and local spherical coordinate
systems.
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II�,PMN�Z,�,R�k,L� =
1

�2�h/n
exp�i�k + kP − �L + nM�

�

h
�Z� + �L + nM���	


�exp�i�k + kP − �L + nM�
�

h
	� cos �
exp�− i�L + nM����CM,N

J,L JL+nM���L+nM�,NR�

+ CM,N
Y,L YL+nM���L+nM�,NR�� . �49�

In order to write finally this equation in terms of the � ,� ,�, coordinates, one has to eliminate the cylindrical coordinates R and
�. To achieve this objective, one has to use the theorem of addition �expansion� for cylindrical functions FM �Fig. 6�,52,53

according to which

eiM�FM��r1� = �
m=−�

�

Jm��r3�Fm+M��r2�eim�, �50�

where FM is the cylindrical Bessel functions of the first �JM� or second �YM� kind and � is an arbitrary complex number.
Therefore, we can write

e−i�L+nM��FL+nM���L+nM�,NR� = �− 1��L+nM� �
m=−�

�

Jm���L+nM�,N� sin ��Fm−�L+nM����L+nM�,NR��eim�. �51�

Finally, the function 
II�,PMN�Z ,� ,R �k,L� takes the form


II�,PMN�Z,�,R�k,L� =
1

�2�h/n
exp�i�k + kP − �L + nM�

�

h
�Z� + �L + nM���	
exp�i�k + kP − �L + nM�

�

h
	� cos �


��− 1��L+nM� �
m=−�

�

�CM,N
J,L Jm−�L+nM����L+nM�,NR�� + CM,N

Y,L Ym−�L+nM����L+nM�,NR���

�Jm���L+nM�,Nr sin ��exp�im�� . �52�

From the equality of the 
I�,PMN and 
II�,PMN functions and
of their derivatives at the sphere boundary, we have

Alm,� = r�
2D�k,L�lm,�

PMNalm,�
PMN�r�� , �53�

Blm,� = r�
2D�k,L�lm,�

PMNblm,�
PMN�r�� . �54�

Here, r� is a radius of MT sphere of atom �,

D�k,L�lm,�
PMN =

1
�2h/n

� �2l + 1���l − �m��!�
��l + �m��!� 
1/2

��− 1��0.5�m+�m�+l��il exp i��k + kP

− �L + nM�
�

h
	2

Z� + �L + nM���
�− 1��L+nM�

��CM,N
J,L Jm−�L+nM����L+nM�,NR��

+ CM,N
Y,L Ym−�L+nM����L+nM�,NR��� , �55�

alm,�
PMN�r�� = I2,�

PMN�r��u̇l,��r�� − I1,�
PMN�r��u̇l,�� �r�� , �56�

blm,�
PMN�r�� = I1,�

PMN�r��ul,�� �r�� − I2,�
PMN�r��ul,��r�� . �57�

Finally, I1 and I2 are integrals of the augmented Legendre
polynomials Pl

�m�:

I1 = 2�
0

�/2

exp�i�k + kP − �L + nM�
�

h
�r� cos �	


�Jm���L+nM�,Nr� sin ��Pl
�m��cos ��sin �d� , �58�

I2 = 2�
0

�/2

exp�i�k + kP − �L + nM�
�

h
�r� cos �	


��ik + kP − �L + nM�
�

h
�cos �Jm���L+nM�,Nr� sin ��

+ �1/2���L+nM�,N sin �	�Jm−1���L+nM�,Nr� sin ��

− Jm−1���L+nM�,Nr� sin ���Pl
�m��cos ��sin �d� . �59�

F. Overlap integrals and Hamiltonian matrix elements

Due to symmetry conditions, the overlap and Hamiltonian
integrals are equal to zero,
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�
�


P2M2N2

* �r�k2,L2�
P1M1N1
�r�k1,L1�dV = 0, �60�

�
�


P2M2N2

* �r�k2,L2�Ĥ
P1M1N1
�r�k1,L1�dV = 0, �61�

if k2�k1 or L2�L1.

The integral �
P2M2N2
�
P1M1N1

� of the product of the
LACWs 
P2M2N2

* and 
P1M1N1
over the unit cell � is

equal to the integral of the product of cylindrical waves

II,P2M2N2

* and 
II,P1M1N1
over the interspherical regions �II

plus the sum of the integrals of the product of spherical
parts of the LACWs 
I�,P2M2N2

* and 
I�,P1M1N1
over the MT

regions:

�
�


P2M2N2

* �r�k,L�
P1M1N1
�r�k,L�dV = �

�II


P2M2N2

* �r�k,L�
P1M1N1
�r�k,L�dV + �

�
�

��


P2M2N2

* �r�k,L�
P1M1N1
�r�k,L�dV .

�62�

The integral over �II is equal to the integral over � minus the sum of the integrals over the MT regions. Due to the fact that
the cylindrical waves as solutions of the Schrödinger equation �Eq. �15�� are orthonormalized, the integral over � is equal to
the product of the � functions. As a result, Eq. �62� takes the form

�
P2M2N2
�k,L��
P1M1N1

�k,L�� = �P2M2N2,P1M1N1
− �

�
�

��


II,P2M2N2

* �r�k,L�
II,P1M1N1
�r�k,L�dV

+ �
�
�

��


I�,P2M2N2

* �r�k,L�
I�,P1M1N1
�r�k,L�dV . �63�

With the use of the equations for the 
II,PMN�r �k,L� and 
I�,PMN�r �k,L� functions, we finally obtain the following for the
overlap matrix elements:

��
P2M2N2
�
P1M1N1

��k,L = �P2M2N2,P1M1N1
−

n

h
�− 1�n�M2+M1��

�

exp�i�kP1
− kP2

− n�M1 − M2�
�

h
�Z� + n�M1

− M2���	
 �
m=−�

�

�CM2N2

J,L Jm−�L+nM2����L+nM2�,N2
R�� + CM2N2

Y,L Ym−�L+nM2����L+nM2�,N2
R���

��CM1N1

J,L Jm−�L+nM1����L+nM1�,N1
R�� + CM1N1

Y,L Ym−�L+nM1����L+nM1�,N1
R����I3,m�

P2M2N2,P1M1N1�r��

− r�
4 �

l=�m�

� �2l + 1���l − �m��!�
2��l + �m��!�

Slm,�
P2M2N2,P1M1N1�r��
 , �64�

where

I3,m� = 2�
0

�/2 �
0

r�

cos�r�kP1
− kP2

�cos ��Jm���L+nM2�,N2
r sin ��Jm���L+nM1�,N1

r sin ��sin �r2d�dr ,

Slm,� = �alm,�
P2M2N2�*alm,�

P1M1N1 + Nl,��blm,�
P2M2N2�*blm,�

P1M1N1. �65�

Analogously, for the Hamiltonian matrix elements of SWNT, we have

�
�


P2M2N2

* �r�k,L�Ĥ
P1M1N1
�r�k,L�dV = �

�II


II,P2M2N2

* �r�k,L��− �
II,P1M1N1
�r�k,L�dV

+ �
�
�

��


I�,P2M2N2

* �r�k,L�ĤMT
I�,P1M1N1
�r�k,L�dV . �66�

Again, the integral over �II is equal to the integral over � minus the sum of the integrals over the MT regions. In �,
cylindrical wave 
IIf ,PMN is the solution of Schrödinger equation �Eq. �15�� with energy EPMN �k,L�. As a result, Eq. �66� takes
the form
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�
P2M2N2
�k,L��Ĥ�
P1M1N1

�k,L�� = �EP2M2N2
�k,L�EP1M1N1

�k,L��1/2�P2M2N2,P1M1N1
− �

�
�

��


II,P2M2N2

* �r�k,L�

��− �
II,P1M1N1
�r�k,L�dV + �

�
�

��


I�,P2M2N2

* �r�k,L�ĤMT
I�,P1M1N1
�r�k,L�dV . �67�

Finally, with account of analytical equations for the LACWs in the interspherical and MT regions, one obtains

��
P2M2N2
�Ĥ�
P1M1N1

��k,L = �k + kP2
− �L + nM2�

�

h
+ ��L+nM2�,N2

	�k + kP1
− �L + nM1�

�

h
+ ��L+nM1�,N1

	�P2M2N2,P1M1N1

−
n

h
�− 1�n�M2+M1��

�

exp�i�kP1
− kP2

− n�M1 − M2�
�

h
�Z� + n�M1

− M2���	
 �
m=−�

�

�CM2,N2

J,L Jm−M2
���L+nM2�,N2

R�� + CM2,N2

Y,L Ym−M2
���L+nM2�,N2

R���

��CM1,N1

J,L Jm−M1
���L+nM1�,N1

R�� + CM1,N1

Y,L Ym−M1
���L+nM1�,N1

R���

���k + kP2
− �L + nM2�

�

h
	�k + kP1

− �L + nM1�
�

h
	
I3,�

P2M2N2,P1M1N1

+ ��L+nM2�,N2
��L+nM1�,N1

I3,��P2M2N2,P1M1N1 + m2I4,�
P2M2N2,P1M1N1

− r�
4 �

l=�m�

� �2l + 1���l − �m��!�
2��l + �m��!�

�El,�Slm,�
P2M2N2,P1M1N1�r�� + �lm,�

P2M2N2,P1M1N1�r��� , �68�

where

I3� = 2�
0

�/2 �
0

r�

cos�r�kP1
− kP2

�cos ��Jm� ���L+nM2�,N2
r sin ��

�Jm� ���L+nM1�,N1
r sin ��sin �r2d�dr , �69�

I4 = 2�
0

�/2 �
0

r�

cos�r�kP1
− kP2

�cos ��Jm���L+nM2�,N2
r sin ��

�Jm���L+nM1�,N1
r sin ���sin ��−1d�dr , �70�

�lm,� = �I2
*I1 + I1

*I2�u̇l,�ul,�� − I2
*I2u̇l,�ul,� − I1

*I1u̇l,�� ul,�� .

�71�

G. Dispersion curves and densities of states

The basis functions 
PMN �k,L� are everywhere continu-
ous and differentiable, and the Rayleigh-Ritz variational
principle is then easily applied. Expanding the electronic
wave functions

�i�r�k,L� = �
PMN

ci,PMN�k,L�
PMN�r�k,L� �72�

and applying the variational principle then yield the secular
equations

det���
P2M2N2
�Ĥ�
P1M1N1

��k,L − Ei�k,L�

���
P2M2N2
�
P1M1N1

��k,L� = 0, �73�

�
P1M1N1

���
P2M2N2
�Ĥ�
P1M1N1

��k,L − Ei�k,L�

���
P2M2N2
�
P1M1N1

��k,L�ci,PMN�k,L� = 0. �74�

The most important feature of the secular Eqs. �73� and �74�
is that the Hamiltonian and overlap matrices are energy in-
dependent, which permits the simultaneous determination of
the dispersion curves Ei�k,L� and eigenvectors ci,PMN�k,L�
for any particular values of the k and L.

In addition to the dispersion curves Ei�k,L�, the electronic
structure of nanotubes can be characterized by energy depen-
dences of the total and partial densities of states �DOSs�. As
to the total DOS, it is determined by the dispersion curves
Ei�k,L� only,

N�E� = �
i

�
L
� �Ei�k,L�

�k
	−1

, �75�

but in order to obtain the partial DOS

Nl
��E� = �

i
�
L

Ql
��i�k,L�� �Ei�k,L�

�k
	−1

, �76�

one has to calculate a decomposition of the electron density
2��i�r �k,L��2 corresponding to the doubly occupied eigen-
state �i�r �k,L� with respect to atoms � and l. Here, Ql

��k,L�
are the partial charges
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Ql
��i�k,L� = 2 �

P2M2N2

�
P1M1N1

ci,P2M2N2

* �k,L�ci,P1M1N1

*

��k,L�
n

h
�r��4�− 1�n�M2+M1� exp�i�kP1

− kP2
− n�M1 − M2�

�

h
�Z� + n�M1

− M2���	
 �
m=−l

l

�CM2,N2

J,L Jm−M2
���L+nM2�,N2

R�� + CM2,N2

Y,L Ym−M2
���L+nM2�,N2

R����CM1,N1

J,L Jm−M1
���L+nM1�,N1

R��

+ CM1,N1

Y,L Ym−M1
���L+nM1�,N1

R���
�2l + 1���l − �m��!�

2��l + �m��!�
Slm,�

P2M2N2,P1M1N1�r�� . �77�

The partial DOS of the interspherical region is calculated from the equation

NIS�E� = �
i

�
L

QIS�i�k,L�� �Ei�k,L�
�k

	−1

, �78�

where

QIS�i�k,L� = 2 �
P2M2N2

�
P1M1N1

ci,P2M2N2

* �k,L�ci,P1M1N1

*

��k,L�
n

h
�r��4�− 1�n�M2+M1� exp�i�kP1

− kP2
− n�M1 − M2�

�

h
�Z� + n�M1

− M2���	
 �
m=−l

l

�CM2,N2

J,L Jm−M2
���L+nM2�,N2

R�� + CM2,N2

Y,L Ym−M2
���L+nM2�,N2

R����CM1,N1

J,L Jm−M1
���L+nM1�,N1

R��

+ CM1,N1

Y,L Ym−M1
���L+nM1�,N1

R���
�2l + 1���l − �m��!�

2��l + �m��!�
I3,m�

P2M2N2,P1M1N1�r�� . �79�

It must be emphasized that the obtained equations for the
dispersion curves and DOS are applicable not only to the
carbon nanotubes but also to any tubule with rotational and
helical symmetries. In the case of carbon tubule, there are
only two terms in the sums over � in the equations for over-
lap and Hamiltonian integrals and partial charges. Moreover,
the parameters R�, r�, Slm,�, El,�, �lm,�, and Ii �i=1, . . . ,4�
are the same for �=1 and 2.

III. RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS

The convergence of the calculated band structures as a
function of a number of basis functions was investigated.
Figure 7 illustrates the results for the minimum optical en-
ergy gap E11 of the �11, 3� SWNT. One can see that about
150 functions produced convergence better then 0.01 eV.

The same is true for other systems studied independent of the
number of atoms in the translational unit cell.

By way of example, let us consider the total band struc-
tures and DOSs of the SWNTs �13, 0�, �12, 2�, �11, 3�, �10,
5�, �9, 6�, and �8, 7� with virtually equal diameters d
=10.15±0.15 Å, as well as the analogous data for the �7, 7�
and �12, 4� SWNTs with slightly different d=9.48 and
10.70 Å, respectively. The SWNTs are known to be charac-
terized by the “family index” p= �n1−n2� mod 3. The tubules
with p=0 are expected to be metallic or semimetallic, and
those with p=1 and p=2 are semiconductors. Thus, there are
chiral and achiral, semiconducting, semimetallic, and metal-
lic SWNTs in this representative series.

Figure 8 shows the band structure of the chiral �11, 3� p
=1 SWNT; the � and K points correspond to the Brillouin
zone center �k=0� and boundary �k=� /h�, respectively.

FIG. 7. LACW basis set convergence test for the �11,3� SWNT
with 652 atoms in the translational unit cell. FIG. 8. Band structure of the �11,3� SWNT.
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There is no rotational symmetry in this system. The trans-
lational unit cell contains as many as 652 atoms; however,
the total band structure is seen to be very simple due to the
account of the screw symmetry of the tubule. Particularly,
there are only four dispersion curves in a valence band cor-
responding to the doubly occupied predominantly s, p1�, p2�,
and p� electronic states and only one low-energy unoccupied
p�

* -type dispersion curve in the conduction band. The same is
true for the �8, 7� p=1 SWNT with 676 atoms per transla-
tional unit cell �Fig. 9�.

According to the LACW data, the nanotubes �11, 3� and
�8, 7� are the semiconductors with the direct energy gaps E11
equal to 0.656 at k�0.24�� /h� and 0.711 eV at k
�0.089�� /h�, respectively.

In the case of the �12, 2� p=2 SWNT, the largest common
divisor of n1 and n2 indices is n=2; therefore, the structure of
this tubule is characterized by the second order rotational
axis C2, and the eigenstates depend on the two quantum
numbers, namely, the wave vector k and the rotational quan-
tum number L=0 and 1 �Fig. 10�.

As one goes from the �11, 3� and �8, 7� SWNTs to the �12,
2� tubule, the Brillouin zone is reduced approximately by
one-half �Eq. �4��. Now, there are four dispersion curves in
the valence band and one curve in the low-energy region of
the conduction band for every L value, and the band structure
can be best demonstrated using the doubly repeated zone
scheme. In this case, the dispersion curves for L=1 appear as
the extensions of the curves for L=0, and the band diagrams
of the �12, 2�, �11, 3�, and �8, 7� SWNTs become rather
similar. In the �12, 2� tube, the E11=0.855 eV corresponds to
the direct transition between the states with L=1 about k
point equal to 0.38�� /h�.

In the case of the �12, 4� SWNT of the semiconducting
p=2 family �Fig. 11�, the integer L takes the values of
0,…,3. In the band structure, there are two pairs of continu-
ous dispersion curves corresponding to L=0 and 2 and L
=1 and 3, respectively, and the minimum gap E11=0.46 eV

corresponds to the direct transition between the states with
L=3 at k�0.79�� /h�.

Figures 12 and 13 show the band structures of the chiral
�10, 5� p=2 and achiral zigzag �13, 0� p=1 SWNTs, which
are characterized by the higher �5th and 13th� order rota-
tional axes. In the repeated zone scheme, there are three and
seven sets of dispersion curves, respectively. The bands for
n−L are the continuous extensions of the bands for L. The
E11=0.816 eV for the L=2 in the case of the �10, 5� tubule
and 0.799 eV for the L=9 in the case of the �13, 0� SWNT.
Note that, in the zigzag SWNTs, if one takes into account the
translation symmetry only, the minimum gap E11 corre-
sponds to the direct transition at the Brillouin zone k=0.
With due account of the screw symmetry of the �13, 0�
SWNT, the E11 corresponds to the point �k�0.7, L=9�
�compare with the band diagrams of the screw and transla-
tional free electron models, Figs. 3 and 4�.

Figure 14 shows the total DOSs of the five semiconduct-
ing SWNTs with virtually the same diameters d
=10.15±0.15 Å. Although the band structures of these tu-
bules look different, the total DOSs are very similar. An ex-
ample of the partial DOSs of semiconducting tubule is pre-
sented in Fig. 15.

The �9, 6� SWNT with the rotational C3 axis belongs to
the p=0 family. As expected, there is no gap between the
occupied and unoccupied � states �Fig. 16�. Here, due to the
SWNT curvature effects, an overlap of the bonding and an-
tibonding � states equal to 0.15 eV takes place. In the re-
peated zone scheme, there are two sets of dispersion curves
corresponding to L=0, 1, and 2, the curves for the L=2
being the extensions of the curves for the L=1.

Obviously, the armchair �7,7� SWNT is characterized by
the metallic band structure with Fermi level at L=0 and k
��2/3��� /h� �Fig. 17�.

As a final demonstration of the possibilities of this version
of the LACW theory, we have calculated the band structure
of the �100, 99� SWNT containing a total of 118 804 atoms

FIG. 12. Band structure of the �10,5� SWNT.

FIG. 9. Band structure of the �8,7� SWNT.

FIG. 10. Band structure of the �12,2� SWNT.

FIG. 11. Band structure of the �12,4� SWNT.
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per translational unit cell �Fig. 18–20�. Even for this system
with huge unit cell, the band structure can be easily calcu-
lated and the results can be presented in the standard form of
four continuous curves for the valence band plus one curve
for the low-energy states of conduction band. This system is
predicted to be the semiconductor with the gap E11
=0.04 eV near Brillouin zone center.

Finally, the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied
LACW bands are in reasonable agreement with the standard
� tight-binding data,1

��k,L� = ± V0�3 + 2 cosn1k − 2�Lp1

n
�

+ 2 cosn2k − 2�Lp2

n
�

+ 2 cos �n1 + n2�k − 2�L�p1 + p2�
n

�	1/2

, �80�

plotted using the same quantum numbers L and k �Figs. 21
and 22�. Here, V0 is the matrix element between the nearest-
neighboring p�-orbitals.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

With account of rotational and helical symmetries, we de-
veloped a symmetry-adapted version of the LACW method.
In this case, the ab initio theory becomes applicable to any
SWNT. The obtained equations for the electron dispersion
curves and DOS are suitable not only to the carbon systems
but also to any tubule with these symmetries independent of
the number and nature of atoms in the translational unit cell.
The approximations are made in the sense of muffin-tin po-
tentials and density functional theory only.

A further development of this theory is possible. In a
full-potential version of the LACW method, we hope to

FIG. 13. Band structure of the �13,0� SWNT.

FIG. 14. Total DOSs of the SWNTs with d=10.15±0.15 Å.

FIG. 15. Partial DOSs of the �12,2� tubule.

FIG. 16. Band structure of the �9,6� SWNT.
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overcome the shortcomings of the muffin-tin approach.
�For example, in the case of graphene, one can find both
the �muffin-tin potential calculations and the full-potential
studies of electron structure with due account of varia-
tions of electron density and potential in the interstitial
regions55�.

As to density functional theory, recall that DFT is de-
signed to reproduce the total energies and not to calculate
band structures. However, the DFT is empirically used to
calculate electron structures; particularly, it is widely used in
the ab initio LCAO and plane-wave pseudopotential calcula-
tions of the carbon SWNTs. In general, the DFT underesti-
mates the band gaps of semiconductors and insulators;56,57

therefore, we expect an overall increase in the values of
the gaps calculated when considering quasiparticle correc-
tions. These many-body effects between electrons can be
taken into account within the GW approximation.58,59 The
GW approximation has been recently applied to �n ,0�, �5
�n�9�,60,61 and �4,2� nanotubes,23 and it was shown that
the quasiparticle corrections to the DFT band structure are
far from negligible in the case of the small-diameter tubules.
Thus, an important improvement of the present approach can
be made by combination of the LACW basis and GW ap-
proximation.

Finally, it should be noted that the symmetry-adapted gen-
eralized Bloch functions introduced in Ref. 1 for the
�-electronic calculations were used recently for reducing the
size of the Hamiltonian matrix for calculating the carbon
SWNTs in the terms of the semiempirical tight-binding
model using the atomic 2s�C� and 2p�C� basis15,16 and in the
ab initio model based on a many-body perturbation theory
using the local basis of Gaussian orbitals centered on the C
atoms.62 In the latter case, as the first step of calculations, the
ground state using the standard unsymmetrized plane-wave
basis set was computed in the local density approximation,
and the band states were calculated in Fourier space and then
projected onto a set of basis functions of symmetrized
Gaussian orbitals, the symmetry-adapted basis set being used
only for the GW corrections.

Thus, our model uses the rotational and helical symme-
tries together with symmetry-adapted basis for the ab initio
band structure calculation of nanotubes.

FIG. 17. Band structure of the �7,7� SWNT.

FIG. 18. LACW basis set convergence test for the �100,99�
SWNT with 118 804 atoms in the translational unit cell.

FIG. 19. Total band structure of the �100,99� SWNT.

FIG. 20. Band structure of the �100,99� SWNT in the Fermi
energy region.

FIG. 21. Tight-binding �-band structures of semiconducting
�11,3�, �12,2�, and �12,4� SWNTs plotted as the functions of two
quantum numbers k and L.

FIG. 22. Tight-binding �-band structures of two metallic �9,6�
and �7,7� and one semiconducting �10,5� SWNTs plotted as func-
tions of two quantum numbers k and L.
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